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In this study, a new selective emitter (SE) technology was used in the mass production line for 

monocrystalline silicon PERC cells. The internal quantum efficiency and series resistance scanning of 

the SE cells in the early stage of upgrading was examined from the standpoint of test and control, to 

offer guidance for the most efficient scheme of the new SE technology. The quality risk assessment of 

the performance of the newly upgraded SE and conventional PERC modules were carried out using 

infrared thermal imaging, electroluminescence, and other test and control methods, which provides 

technical support for the automatic detection of defects such as electroluminescence of modules and 

infrared thermal imaging of power stations. The test results show that if the newly upgraded SE-PERC 

and conventional PERC cells were mixed to make modules in mass production of PERC line, the 

electroluminescence uneven light and shade phenomenon will appear in the modules, and were more 

obvious after light attenuation. The phenomenon of uneven light and dark was caused by the difference 

of open-circuit voltage or conversion efficiency between the two cells. Through the IR test, the surface 

temperature of the darkened cell was about 20 ᵒC higher than that of the brightened cell, which will 

bring a greater risk of a hot spot in the actual use of the module. At the same time, in the process of 

using the power station, the defective modules were identified by infrared thermal imaging detection, 

and the defective modules were replaced in time to ensure the normal power generation of the 

photovoltaic power station. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

With the introduction of the leader, new technologies such as passivated emitter and rear 

contact (PERC), double-sided, N-type, half chip, multiple bus bar (MBB), metallization wrap through 

(MWT), black silicon, and so on have been developed rapidly [1-3]. Among them, PERC has become 
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a necessary technology widely used. To achieve full score modules, it is necessary to integrate other 

technologies on PERC technology [4, 5]. 

Selective emitter (SE) technology has been paid attention by first-line enterprises because of its 

low cost and significant efficiency improvement [6, 7]. At present, a certain scale of SE technology has 

been used in the production of battery chips by first-line module enterprises such as Jinko, Longi, JA, 

Trina, Aiko, etc [8, 9]. The combination of "SE-PERC" can easily meet the requirements of full score 

modules. At present, only Aiko Solar, which has the largest capacity, has an annual capacity of 5GW 

[10, 11]. SE technology is expected to become a new technology widely used in the industry after 

PERC [12, 13]. 

In this study, the actual situation of SE technology in the mass production of monocrystalline 

silicon PERC production line upgrade was aimed, and the SE-PERC cell was tested and analyzed by 

Internal Quantum Efficiency (IQE), Core Scan, and other testing means provide direction for the 

optimal scheme of the PERC cell in the production line to obtain the highest efficiency. Due to the new 

technology online, in the early stage of the process switching, two kinds of battery chips, SE-PERC 

and conventional PERC will appear in the production line at the same time [14, 15]. The two kinds of 

battery chips cannot be distinguished in appearance, and can only be distinguished in the process sheet. 

Because at the electrical performance test end of the battery chip, if the two kinds of batteries are to be 

tested separately, it will have a great impact on manpower and production cost [16, 17]. Considering 

the above problems, the two kinds of cells on the production line may be tested together, so there will 

be the phenomenon of mixed operation of the two kinds of cells at the module end. In this study, the 

performance of new and old cell mixed technologies was examined using infrared and 

electroluminescence imaging to check if there was a quality risk at the module end using the design of 

experiments. 

 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHOD 

2.1 Preparation of SE-PERC cells 

The preparation of the cell chip was carried out on the mass production line of monocrystalline 

silicon PERC cell and the laser phosphorus silicate glass (PSG)doping method was adopted in the SE 

process. The heavily doped region was formed by laser scanning using the phosphor silicon glass layer 

generated by diffusion as the doping source [1]. P-type mono-crystalline Si wafers with 170µm thick 

and 5-inch diameter were used. Conventional furnace diffusion formed a low-doped emitter together 

with a PSG. A pulsed neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet laser with a wavelength of 532nm, 

pulse frequency of 20 kHz, and laser beam size of 5µmx250µm was used to scan the wafer surface. 

The irradiation of laser locally melted the silicon and extra phosphorus atoms diffused from the PSG 

layer in the melt. After laser irradiation, the standard industrial process was proceeding. The PSG layer 

was acted as a doping precursor. Then, hydrofluoric acid removed the PSG layer and a coating of SiNx 

anti-reflection was deposited using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition. Finally, screen firing 

and printing of the back and front contacts completed the solar cell. The SE and conventional PERC 
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cells with the same efficiency were tested and analyzed by Internal Quantum Efficiency and Core 

Scan, respectively. 

 

2.2 Preparation of mixed cell module for SE-PERC and conventional PERC 

In the process of selecting a cell chip, three experimental schemes were adopted: group A 

adopted SE and conventional PERC monocrystalline silicon cells with the same efficiency gear; group 

B adopted SE and conventional monocrystalline silicon PERC cells with the same opening voltage; 

group C adopted SE and conventional monocrystalline silicon PERC cells with low efficiency gear and 

mainstream gear. Under the same assembly process conditions, two kinds of cells in each group were 

combined and packaged into 60 or 70 pieces of assembly by using the same packaging materials and 

process. After packaging, the experimental modules were tested by electroluminescence and IV (under 

STC condition). Then, the module was put into the steady-state box, with the irradiance of 

1000±50W/m2, the temperature of 60±5ᵒC, and after 5h light attenuation, the infrared thermal imager 

was used to photograph the surface temperature of the cell, and observe the temperature difference of 

the cell at different positions; and after 4 days of outdoor exposure, the electroluminescence and IV 

test was carried out again to investigate the attenuation and the brightness of the cell.  

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Electrical performance test of battery 

After upgrading SE-PERC technology for the first time in a conventional PERC production 

line, the relative values of the electrical performance of SE-PERC cells and conventional PERC cells 

are summarized in table 1. 

 

 

Table 1. Comparison of electrical performance between SE and conventional PERC cells 

 

Cells UOC (mV) Jsc (mA/cm2) FF (%) Eta (%) 

Conventional-PERC 583 28.9 76.2 12.8 

SE-PERC 596 32.6 72.8 14.2 

△ 13 3.7 -3.4 1.4 

 

 

As shown in Table 1, the Solar cell efficiency (ETA) of SE-PERC increased (ETA=14.2%) 

compared to conventional PERC (ETA = 12.8%). The enhanced efficiency can be attributed to the less 

recombination in the lower-doped emitter and better surface passivation by the SiNx layer. Thus, the 

short-circuit current density (Jsc) and open-circuit voltage (Uoc) increase by ∆Jsc=3.7 mA/cm2 and 

∆Uoc=13 mV. The lower doping between the contact fingers leads to a higher series resistance which 

decreases the fill factor by ∆FF = 3.4% compared to the conventional PERC cells. 
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3.2 Internal Quantum Efficiency test of cell chip 

Three SE cells and three conventional PERC cells with the same efficiency were selected. By 

PL test, the representative area of each cell was selected as the test object. To eliminate the influence 

of reflectivity on quantum efficiency, the reflectivity of each cell was tested firstly, and then the 

quantum efficiency in the range of 300-1100nm was tested to get the IQE curve. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Internal Quantum Efficiency of SE and conventional PERC cells 

 

As shown in figure 1, the IQE of SE-PERC cell in the 350-800nm band was higher than that of 

conventional PERC cell. In the 350-500nm band, it reflects the absorption of light by the diffusion 

layer, because the SE cell adopts the process of light doping between the thin gate lines and the heavy 

doping of the thin gate lines. The shallow diffusion layer can improve the quantum efficiency of the 

solar light in the short band 350-500nm, increase the short circuit current and open-circuit voltage, to 

improve the efficiency [18]. In 500-800nm band, it reflects the characteristics of the PN junction layer 

[19]. There is a horizontal (n++-n+) high and low junction in SE-PERC cell, which can improve UOC 

and efficiency. Therefore, when the production line of conventional PERC cell appears SE technology 

upgrade, to give full play to the advantages of SE cell, and to optimize the efficiency of SE-PERC cell, 

the process should consider how to improve its IQE in 350-500nm and 500-800nm band [20, 21]. 

From the IQE curve in Figure 1, the IQE of the newly upgraded SE-PERC cell was not significantly 

improved in the 500-800nm band, so it was necessary to further improve the quantum efficiency of the 

SE-PERC cell in the 500-800nm band. 
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3.2 Core Scan test of cell chip 

 

Figure 2. (a) Conventional PERC and (b) SE-PERC Core Scan at scan line spacing 1.5 min and scan 

speed 20 mm/s 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Potential distribution of (a) conventional PERC and (b) SE-PERC 

 

Table 2. Potential of SE and conventional PERC cells 

 

Cells Maximum Potential/mV Average Potential/mV 
Percentage greater than 

15 mV 

SE-PERC 56.6 13.2 74.05% 

Conventional PERC 48.3 12.0 64.65% 

 

Table 3. Sheet resistance and contact resistance 

 

Cells Contact resistance Rc/mΩ Sheet resistance Rsheet/mΩ 

SE-PERC 3.4 4.9 

Conventional PERC 2.9 3.9 
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Because the square resistance of the SE-PERC cell is quite different from that of a conventional 

PERC cell, it will lead to the difference of Rs and FF between the two kinds of cells. Therefore, the 

Core Scan function of the Core Scan device was used to test and analyze the Rs of cells [22]. Figure 2 

indicates the Core Scan of conventional PERC and SE-PERC. Figure 3 indicates the potential 

distribution of conventional PERC and SE-PERC. The average value and distribution of the potential 

of the following cells and the comparative analysis of the thin layer resistance and contact resistance 

were obtained respectively. The results are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. 

As shown, the average potential of the newly upgraded SE-PERC cell was higher than that of 

the conventional PERC cell. The thin layer resistance and contact resistance of SE-PERC cell was 

higher than those of conventional PERC cell, so the FF of SE-PERC cell was lower than that of 

conventional PERC cell [23, 24]. The thin layer resistance of the SE-PERC cells was high because of 

the high square resistance in the light doping region, which leads to the low FF. In addition, the contact 

resistance of SE-PERC cells in the heavily doped regions is too large, which indicates that the doping 

concentration is low, so it is necessary to further increase the doping concentration, to reduce the 

contact resistance and improve the FF. Therefore, to improve the FF of SE-PERC cell and further 

improve the efficiency of SE-PERC cell, it is necessary to consider the matching of the square 

resistance of lightly doped region and heavily doped region [25, 26]. 

 

3.3 Test of mixed module of SE and conventional PERC cell  

Combined with the actual situation of the new technology upgrade of the production line, to 

evaluate the reliability risk of the new and old batteries mixed into modules, the modules of the three 

schemes are tested by light attenuation, electroluminescence, and IR respectively. The results are 

shown in figures 4 and 5. 

 

 

Table 4. Electrical performance degradation percentage of different modules after 5 hours exposure in 

the light attenuation box 

 

Group Isc
a Uoc

b Impp
c Umpp

d Pmpp
e FFf 

A 0.71% 0.08% 0.59% 0.45% 1.04% 0.25% 

B 1.08% 0.22% 1.24% 0.59% 1.82% 0.53% 

C 0.80% 0.38% 0.93% 0.97% 1.89% 0.72% 
aShort-circuit current; bOpen-circuit voltage; cMaximum Power Point Current; dMaximum power point 

voltage; fFill factor 
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Figure 4. Comparison of electroluminescence images before and after 5 hours exposure in the light 

attenuation box 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Comparison of IR images of light attenuation box after 4 days exposure to sunlight (a) 

Blackened cell and (b) Brighter cell 

 

 

According to the light attenuation data in Table 4, the modules made of three different mixed-

modes of the cell all show different degrees of power attenuation after 5 h exposure in the light 

attenuation box. According to the electroluminescence image in Figure 4, the electroluminescence of 

group A's mixed mode modules before and after the light attenuation shows obvious uneven brightness 
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of the cell. The electroluminescence of SE-PERC cell with the same efficiency gear was bright, while 

the electroluminescence of conventional PERC cell with the same efficiency gear was dark [27, 28]. 

Because the open-circuit voltage of SE-PERC cell with the same efficiency gear was higher than that 

of conventional PERC [29, 30]. In group B, with the same switching voltage, the electroluminescence 

brightness of the modules made of SE and conventional PERC cells was not obvious before light 

attenuation, but it was not increased after light attenuation. Under the same opening voltage, the 

efficiency of SE-PERC was low, while that of conventional PERC was high, so the darkening 

phenomenon was obvious after light attenuation, and the light attenuation power of group B was the 

largest [31, 32]. In group C, low-efficiency gear SE cell and monocrystalline silicon PERC cell with 

mainstream gear common were mixed into the module. After light attenuation, the phenomenon of 

electroluminescence unevenness was obvious [33]. The electroluminescence of SE cells in low-

efficiency gear was dark, and the attenuation was greater [34, 35]. Combined with the IR test results in 

Figure 5, the surface temperature of the blackened cell in the electroluminescence image is higher than 

50 ᵒC by using the infrared thermal imager, while the surface temperature of the brighter cell in the 

electroluminescence image was lower, only about 30 ᵒC. In contrast, this kind of dark cell was more 

likely to have hot spots in the actual use process of later modules. 

From the perspective of automatic online detection control, the modules that can be detected 

and identified by the light and dark image visual method of module electroluminescence can be 

detected and filtered by 100% online detection to ensure the quality of product delivery [36]. 

 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Three different mixed modes of SE-PERC and conventional PERC are designed through 

experiments. The test results show that if the newly upgraded SE-PERC and conventional PERC cells 

were mixed to make modules in mass production of PERC line, the electroluminescence uneven light 

and shade phenomenon will appear in the modules, and were more obvious after light attenuation. The 

phenomenon of uneven light and dark was caused by the difference in open-circuit voltage or 

conversion efficiency between the two cells. Through the IR test, the surface temperature of the 

darkened cell was about 20 ᵒC higher than that of the brightened cell, which will bring a greater risk of 

a hot spot in the actual use of the module. At the same time, in the process of using the power station, 

the defective modules were identified by infrared thermal imaging detection, and the defective 

modules were replaced in time to ensure the normal power generation of the photovoltaic power 

station. 
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